| Honor Roll |南方中学校 | 2022-2023
|---|---|---|
| Julia Baker | Everleigh Finnelle | 6th Grade
| Marley Bittinger | Gisselle Garcia Guardado | Fourth Marking Period
| Takumi Britt | Arianna Gasch | Principal’s Honor Roll
| Anna Bussink | Eric Gee | 2023–2024
| Blake Campbell | Jesse Gonzalez | Simona Russo
| Remi Choe | Londyn Green | Eduardo Sanchez-Wilson
| Caleb Collier | Grace Haley | Mary Schorr
| Colton DiPietro | Zane Herzer | Madelyn Schreffler
| Rowan Dyrland | Juliet James | Kiara Shultz
| Shannon Escobar-Fauzi | Charles Jones | Madison St Amant
| Julian Figueroa | Violet Khan | Autumn Teitelbaum
| Nicolas Amster | Damian Francis | Callie Thomas
| Christopher Antonio-Amaya | Grace Fultz | Nikolas Wayson
| Aiden Asbury | Isabel Gould | Abigail Wood
| Dominic Basiliko | Bradley Grote | 2023–2024
| Charli Bell | Madison Hall | 2022–2023
| Marelyn Bernal Torres | Steven Hardy | 
| Savannah Bocchi | Travis Herman | 
| Alyssa Bowen | Alex Heroux | 
| Alyssa Brennan | Evan Hill | 
| FaithBringley | Allison Hill-Gonzalez | 
| Haley Brown | Ryleigh Hoff | 
| Claire Brumley | Enni Hostetter | 
| Dylan Bryant | Jake Houchen | 
| Ryan Cartney | Makenzy Hughes | 
| Adrian Case | Cephas Hutchins | 
| Matthew Cavin | John Jessup | 
| Maci Childress | Max Jochnowitz | 
| Jeslyn Contreras Mojica | Gabrielle Johnson | 
| Josie Crandell | Makayla Johnson | 
| Chloe Credeur | Ada Jones | 
| Thomas Crowley | De’Asia Jordan | 
| Genesis Cruz Escobar | Isabella Kinee | 
| Jesus Cruz-Jaramillo | Kyleigh Kinney | 
| Dane Demont | Jacob Kudla | 
| McKenna DiMarco | Zackary Lancaster | 
| Mersadie Dinardo | Gideon Leach | 
| Landen Doroski | Destinie Linkous | 
| Quinn Dowling | Vivian Lowe | 
| Auryn Fincher | Leighton Luketich | 
| Nevaeh Fletcher | Shawn Malley | 
| Brady Marquart | Bryan Martinez | 
| Marymor Mendez Callejas | Eddy Mendez Tapia | 
| Aliy Mora | Mason Morehouse | 
| Henry Moses | Valeria Munoz Osipina | 
| Heidi Murphy | Addison O’Lare | 
| Olivia Owens | Karla Ortega-Barrientos | 
| Sonya Painter | Olivia Owens | 
| Abigale Parks | Carros Phillips | 
| Ray Parks | Reid Petrosino | 
| Margaret Pearson | Carros Phillips | 
| Santiago Perez | Reid Petrosino | 
| Braxton Perkins | Reid Petrosino | 
| Jordan Santiago | Reid Petrosino | 
| Benjamin Wallis | Reid Petrosino | 
| Leah Walter | Reid Petrosino | 
| Christian Walters | Reid Petrosino | 
| Imani Watkins-Coates | Reid Petrosino | 
| Kelsey Wayson | Reid Petrosino | 
| Hailey Whetzel | Reid Petrosino | 
| Alex Wilson | Reid Petrosino | 
| Lucas Wineke | Reid Petrosino |
Southern Middle School
Grade 7
Principal’s Honor Roll

Delshawn Crampton
Quintin Eget
Bentley Fowler
Laurel-Leigh Frangos
Calahna Gay
Jacob Gough
Liam Grigg
Jack Harris
Miranda Harrison
Taylor Henkensiefken
Sa’Nhiya Holland

Madelyn Holmes
Eleanor Hotchkiss
Derek Huebner
Caitlin Hyatt
Bradie Jackson
Brennan Kruemmel
Brody Luketch
Anna Marcinkik
Princess Jahnneel Mataksil
Baine Michaud
Danny Navarro Munoz

Lauren Noell
Ariana Perez
Arturo Perez
Joshua Piche
Lilly Ponta
Ian Pruett
Mya Robles
Erika Smith
Addisyn Swartz
Izabelle Taylor
Ava Tirpak

Honor Roll

Ryan Abell
Franklin Alfaro Banegas
Angel Alvarenga Carmona
Danna Amaya-villa
Alvaro Argueda-Velasquez
Nicol Avila
Jeremias Avila-Morazan
Daniella Baez-Patino
Mia Baires-Lara
Jacob Baker
Ryleigh Beall
Juan Bernal
Madelynn Blair
Gracie Bolyard
Jayla Bowen
Emma Cartney
Yancarlos Cerritos-Rivas
Chyanne Clendenin
Kaily Colindres
Rasha Conner
Rashanea Conner
Bryce Crandell
Lea Crandell
Brooke Curtin
Lola DeAngelis
Layne Dey
Ally DiNenna
Brayan Díaz Martinez
Hannah Dickman

Raigen Dieringer
Natalie Doroski
Cody Douglas
Johan Duran-Castillo
Daniel Ellis-Rivera
Robert Ennis
Kilian Fisher
Gavin Frazier
Leticia Garnica-Damian
Sofie Gilpin
Cielo Gomez
Hudson Greer
Carlos Guardado-Alvarenga
Dillon Hahn
Koliyan Harris
Zachary Hinkle
Charles Houch
Zoey Howes
Kimly Interiano-Rivera
Solomia Ivaniv
Ewan Ivey
Kaylee Johnson
Leah Johnson
Adelle Jones
Leo Jurkovic
Lily Jurkovic
Alexandra Kilpatrick
Joshua Larrimore
Antonio Lindskold

Luana Ilagas
Tyler Lowe
Allison Marcial-Monge
Marcela Marquez
Ian Marshall
Eliott Maymir
Brody McCafferty
Owen Mercer
Ashley Moore
Raegan Moreland
Mackenzie Morley
Jairo Navarro Munoz
Robert Nolan
Mackenzie Nutwell
Jacob Orellana
Paul Parent
Ava Passero
Brisa Pina
Declan Plude
Frankie Puentes-Rosas
Diana Ramirez Corro
Grace Richardson
Justin Rivas
Jeremy Rivas-Soriano
Jaqueline Rodriguez-Orellana
Andrea Rodriguez-Carrillo
Wyatt Rohrbaugh
Emily Romero
Jacob Sanchez-Rubio

2022-2023
Fourth Marking Period

Ella Watkins
Charles White
Sierra Whitehouse
Lorelai Whitfield
Levi Willson
Emma Wood
Scarlett Wooster
Chloe Youmans

Ryan Abell
Franklin Alfaro Banegas
Angel Alvarenga Carmona
Danna Amaya-villa
Alvaro Argueda-Velasquez
Nicol Avila
Jeremias Avila-Morazan
Daniella Baez-Patino
Mia Baires-Lara
Jacob Baker
Ryleigh Beall
Juan Bernal
Madelynn Blair
Gracie Bolyard
Jayla Bowen
Emma Cartney
Yancarlos Cerritos-Rivas
Chyanne Clendenin
Kaily Colindres
Rasha Conner
Rashanea Conner
Bryce Crandell
Lea Crandell
Brooke Curtin
Lola DeAngelis
Layne Dey
Ally DiNenna
Brayan Díaz Martinez
Hannah Dickman

Raigen Dieringer
Natalie Doroski
Cody Douglas
Johan Duran-Castillo
Daniel Ellis-Rivera
Robert Ennis
Kilian Fisher
Gavin Frazier
Leticia Garnica-Damian
Sofie Gilpin
Cielo Gomez
Hudson Greer
Carlos Guardado-Alvarenga
Dillon Hahn
Koliyan Harris
Zachary Hinkle
Charles Houch
Zoey Howes
Kimly Interiano-Rivera
Solomia Ivaniv
Ewan Ivey
Kaylee Johnson
Leah Johnson
Adelle Jones
Leo Jurkovic
Lily Jurkovic
Alexandra Kilpatrick
Joshua Larrimore
Antonio Lindskold

Luana Ilagas
Tyler Lowe
Allison Marcial-Monge
Marcela Marquez
Ian Marshall
Eliott Maymir
Brody McCafferty
Owen Mercer
Ashley Moore
Raegan Moreland
Mackenzie Morley
Jairo Navarro Munoz
Robert Nolan
Mackenzie Nutwell
Jacob Orellana
Paul Parent
Ava Passero
Brisa Pina
Declan Plude
Frankie Puentes-Rosas
Diana Ramirez Corro
Grace Richardson
Justin Rivas
Jeremy Rivas-Soriano
Jaqueline Rodriguez-Orellana
Andrea Rodriguez-Carrillo
Wyatt Rohrbaugh
Emily Romero
Jacob Sanchez-Rubio

JadeSanders
Matheu Santizo Hernandez
Seth Schmitt
Savannah Schneider
Stephen Schulz
Myles Scruggs-Money
Scarlett Seaton
Gabriella Smith
Nicklas Smith
Lola Snowden
Jackson Steiert
Catherine Sunday
Denni Thompson
Jalyn Thompson
Emily Tovar
Kylee Trott
Marylane Truitt
Carter Turner
Jasmine Turner
Paul Turner
Trevor Walburn
Nicholas Walters
Crevante Washington
Keona White
River Williams
Lia Zinn
Southern Middle School
Grade 8
Principal’s Honor Roll

2022-2023
Fourth Marking Period

Honor Roll

Kyleigh Adkins
Yahir Alfaro-Valencia
Rachel Anderson
Adaline Armstrong
Kelly Barrientos-Avelar
Ian Benson
Cloey Bow
Liam Bowen
Peyton Bowen
Chloe Brown
Salvador Castro Callejas
Mariangel Castro-Iraheta
Tyler Cawley
Lauren Checho
Juliana Childers
Leola Collinson
Deivid Cortes Franco
Isaiah Crampton
Alejandro Cruz-Jaramillo
Chad Deavers
Raymond DiSilvestre
Jennifer Diaz-Martinez
Luis Duran-Castillo
Darleny Elizalde Sarmiento
Mollie Allen
Hannah Bowen
Henry Choe
Zyanna Cotton
Hannah Cowan
Jaycee Delf-Schuyler
Ashley Dickerson
Brady Douglas
Margaret Dowling
Taylor Evans
Christella Fincher
Richard Forrester
Ava Fortney
Tracy Frazee
Logan Fulda
Emmitt Goodsell
Abigail Gould
Mollie Haley
Jordyn Harmel
Charles Harris
Isabella Heller
Skylar Hughes
Rachel Hunter
Quinn Jarboe
Skylar Johnson
Hope Jordan
Addison Kadjeski
Brian Kadjeski
Wesley Kaloz
Landon Kidd
Nathaniel Knisley
Rhees Kunda
Alexandria Lopez Trejo
Abigail Mackiewicz
Hunter Mahoney
Evelynn Mariast-Ward
Hunty Marks
Malene Marshall
Addison McGraw
Brian Miller
Sophia Moore
Leilany Mortera-Barrientos
Clare Neill
Nathan Owen
Lucy Palmer
Margaux Palmer
Sophia Passero
William Pease
Yandel Perez-Santizo
Grant Perkins
Addison Price
Evelyn Quinonez Ruiz
Gabriel Rohrbaugh
Luciano Russo
Mollie Schiavone
Keira Silva
Adam Simi
Blake Simi
Ryleigh Simpson
Madison Sutherland
Christopher Tallman
Michael Vannoy
Gavin Wajbel
Carrigan Weaver
William White
Chase Youmans
Ryan Youmans

Hayden Lancaster
Emmie Lanham
Emma Logston
Austin Lowe
Alyssa Ludeau
Reese Mayes
Mitchell McGivern
Jordan Medina
Anyell Melgar Machado
Liliana Mena-Velazquez
Emily Mitchell
Owen Moon
Micah Moore
Taylor Mullen
Carlos Navarrete-Fuentes
Kylie Nicholson
Nathan Nuscis
Brooke Parks
Faith Persell
Natalya Phelps
Elizah Pinoe
Shelby Pulanco
Karla Quintanilla-Chacon
Camila Ramirez
Brayan Ramirez Osortio
Kelly Rios-Tapia
Rylie Robinson
Angeline Rodas Estrada
Isaiah Rowe
Brian Rutrough
Felix Santizo Hernandez
Antonio Santoeimma
Maizee Schrumm
David Shiflett
Braydon Sinnett
Liam Spargo
Luka Suchite
Madison Taylor
Shayne Thomas
Chase Vanorsdale
Mario Vega Castaneda
Ethan Walton
Eshaiyah Washington
La’Ren Watkins
Alex Weiler
Daidriana Whittington
Colton Zdun